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The pickles we're prepared in the basement, and the apple, corn, tomatoes, carrots, kohlrabi, beets and other vegetables have been even

after testing the normal

variety, I think," Dr. Fabian

they have a sort of re¬

freshing taste, especially the most

Dr. Fabian said several pickle companies were already using combinations of the usual spices in their pickles.

Dr. Fabian's work with the chemistry department has been to study the biological characteristics of pickles in order to determine

the ideal spice mixture is a combination of the heavy and light oils, he said.

"At present, only the heavy oil—cloves, cinnamon, spices, and the heavier home¬

green onions—have been neglected. What we are trying to prove with our

pickling companies are doing is moving in the right direction.

"It is obvious that the work of whole

Bob Fabian has shown that the use of whole

pickles have to be fed to the mice in order to be sure that they are toxic.

Field Grid is Created

A shift in the site for the Michigan, State, Michigan State intercollegiate football game, taking place today by Ralph H. Young, Spartan athletic director, young said that the contest will be played at Goggin

Stadium in Spokane instead of at Pullman on Nov. 7. The move was made in conjunc¬

tion with a preliminary program to schedule important intramural games in large

urbanized centers so fans will not have to use their tires getting to the stadiums.

Men in the citizen's defense corps, will attend a three-day gas offi¬

ce conference in Detroit, Aug. 28 to 30.

In the near future, assistant gas officers will be trained on campus to assist in defense work. Included in the duties of these officers will be to

be identification of war gases and the inspection and decontamina¬

tion of food and water supplies.
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A variety of mechanisms are employed to select and arrange the course of action, and these vary depending on the nature of the task and the available resources. In some cases, the selection process may be straightforward, while in others, it may involve complex decision-making algorithms. The final decision is often made by a human operator, who considers various factors such as the current weather conditions, the aircraft's performance capabilities, and the strategic objectives of the mission. The operator may also consult with other team members, such as the co-pilot or the navigator, to ensure that all aspects of the flight plan are properly considered. The decision-making process is critical to the success of the mission, and it requires a high level of expertise and experience to ensure safe and efficient operation of the aircraft.
Spartan Gridders Named for Varsity Football Practice

Schludeman to Replace Pope as Assistant

Coach Charles W. Bellman recently mailed season invitations to all the State football players to report for practice on Sept. 15. Informed in the group are 19 major letter winners of last year, eight, ninth, and tenth men; nine reserves, and 29 sophomores.

In 1933, when Bellman coached his first Michigan State football team, only nine between the lineup returning for full practice. That inconsistency from one football game to the next, and two, and tied in the Michigan State. In the next year the same number of veterans returned, but this time the former sportswriters won eight of their nine names, and defeated Michigan, 29-18.

Although these stories do not prove that Michigan State won all of its games that fall, Bellman and his assistants are able to go long way with little material. To keep your shirt on Michigan, be sure your Wolfpack coach does not take an unfair advantage from anything, including the Wolverines. Be prepared for your next game October 2.

Jennings Twins Share MSC Athletic Council Posts for '42-13

They can't split up the Jennings twins, in winning wrestling honors or in extra-curricular activities.

Last spring, both brother and sister were named to the national honorary society, and now both have been elected to the college athletic council. One of the Jennings twins, Bill, was elected to represent the varsity club.

Intramural Loop Games Discontinued Until Fall

Because of the lack of interest shown in the Michigan State News is ending the league standings that have been made in the dormitory division. In the last Wednesday evening.

Air Conditioned

DANCE TO BUDD BELL and His Orchestra

At the Cool, Comfortable Dells on Lake Lansing.

Announcing the Opening of CORAL GABLES, September 18

The DELLS

SERVICES

(Continued From Page 1)

Another Lansing graduate of State, Local, Lowell R. Ridlon, has been drafted into the regular army of a southern camp after two years as a reserve officer. Transferred to Pensacola.

George Wentecki, former student from Owosso, has been transferred to the naval air station at Pensacola, Florida, the "Ann Arbor of the Air" for flight training. Wentecki passed the elimination training course at the naval reserve aviation base in New Orleans, La., prior to his transfer.

Learning the technique of signaling is Lieut. James R. Potts, Lansing, sergeant, stationed at Fort Monmouth, N. J., and now training at Harvard. Local, Potts' sister was a graduate of 1939. And ordered to report to the Ft. Monmouth school in H. Richard L. Brown, former electrical engineer from Lansing Brown also has his commission in the signal corps.

The luxury style at Michigan State this year will call for seats in each half.

Adventures Series

Late Five Free Movies This Fall

Offered for the first time this winter, as a supplement to the college lecture and concert season, the "University Adventure Series" will be continued this fall under the direction of F. K. Cronen, lecture, concert, and drama head states.

Scheduling took place on the understanding that for series are fall adventures, and are those programs planned by lecturers Saturday nights at Polk theater of College Auditorium.

Where the audience is large enough to warrant the expense, unique shows are presented in College Auditorium, and are available to the students for a nominal price.

Ben E. outdoor writer and lecturer, will open the series on Saturday, Oct. 31, with pictures on Albers. This is outdoor editor for the Red newspapers, and conducts an outdoor column for the Grand Rapids Press.

He is a frequent contributor to national magazines. First book of the next season, "By the Bayou," will be in all libraries under the imprint of popcorn books.

Ben E. outdoor writer and lecturer, will open the series on Saturday, Oct. 31, with pictures on Albers. This is outdoor editor for the Red newspapers, and conducts an outdoor column for the Grand Rapids Press.

He is a frequent contributor to national magazines. First book of the next season, "By the Bayou," will be in all libraries under the imprint of popcorn books.

The audience is large enough to warrant the expense, unique shows are presented in College Auditorium, and are available to the students for a nominal price.

Ben E. outdoor writer and lecturer, will open the series on Saturday, Oct. 31, with pictures on Albers. This is outdoor editor for the Red newspapers, and conducts an outdoor column for the Grand Rapids Press.

He is a frequent contributor to national magazines. First book of the next season, "By the Bayou," will be in all libraries under the imprint of popcorn books.
FABIAN

(Continued from Page 1) with only 47 percent of the oil being employed when the fences are used in this manner.

"We therefore advocate the use of extracta, which make use of all the oil, in order to conserve the space supplied," he said.

"In a later war-learn experiment, Dr. Fabian is testing a method of preserving vegetables with salt. "The scarcity of cases for canning may make preservation of food by this method a necessity later," he said. "Several manufacturers have already expressed their interest in the project."

Although he can already preserve fresh peas indefinitely with a brine solution, he is now experimenting further to find whether the salt harms the nutritional value in any way before presenting it commercially, Dr. Fabian said.

CAMPUS CHURCHES

By HARRY WHITLEY

From all available information, this number will mean a greatly accelerated religious program carried out by East Lansing churches.

This increase will be necessitated by the increased summer enrollment at M.C.C., the staking of new, many and attractive educational institutions in the community, and the influx of new families into East Lansing. Many students have indicated during the summer term in accordance with this statement, that they were present a host of new students checking up on religious facilities.

Five religious organizations now serve the student body. Peoples church, an interdenominational organization have its regular Sunday worship service at 11 a.m. Sunday. The Rev. H. G. Gilger, assistant minister, will preach on the subject "Three Hundred-Some Dollars a Year"

At the Chapel of Christ the King (Episcopal) the 8:45 a.m. Holy Communion will also end the Vacation church school which has been meeting for the past 10 days. Children of the faculty and families of East Lansing will attend this service and remain for a breakfast in the ad-poting parlor of Canterbury house. The Rev. C. W. Brimmer, Episcopal college chaplain, will speak on the school's theme, "Proper and Wise.

The subject at the First Church of Christ, Scientist, this Sunday at 3 p.m. is "Christ Jesus." The Christian Science congregation in the Masonic temple on M.A.C. Masonic will be offered on Sunday at St. Thomas. Aquinas church at 8 a.m. and 11 a.m. by the Rev. Fr. C. M. Winter, pastor. The College Lutheran church will meet in the State theater at 10:30 a.m.

There's enough metal in a broken-down farm tractor to make 35-38 rubber match guns.

THE MISSING LINKS IN YOUR WARDROBE

Perhaps it's a Tattersall—"if-so, we have just the one to be worn. Or may be it's one of those two piece fall suit.

Or may it be one of the new fall suits with an Idle Hour collar—designed for comfort and smartness.

Whatever your needs for clothing and furnishings for fall may be, drop in at Hurds and have a look.

Tattersall Vests 3.95 to 7.50

Idle Hour Shirts 2.25 and 2.50

Knit Ties 1.50

For the season to come—new fall styles generally regarded as the most progressive in history. Why not call and see them—many in stock ready for immediate delivery.
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